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the battle for human ideas: the conflict between 
earthly thinGs and the heavenly Places
Where is the wise man?  Where is the scholar? Where is the philosopher of this age?  Has 
not God made foolish the wisdom of the world?  For since in the wisdom of God the 
world through it’s wisdom did not know him, God was pleased through the foolishness of 
what was preached to save those who believe.  1 CorinthianS 1: 20, 21
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conversations with John anderson
march - april 2014

Perth wa Sat 22nd March at 9 am, integrity in Business workshop 
 Sat 22nd March at 5pm, Subiaco Church of Christ 
 Sun 23rd March at 9am & 10.30am, Subiaco Church of Christ 
 Sun 23rd March at 6pm, St Matt’s City Church
adelaide sa Mon 24th March at 7.30pm, edwardstown Baptist Church
melbourne vic   tues 25th March at 10am, Melbourne School of theology 
 wed 26th March at 7.30pm, Syndal Baptist Church
sydney nsw Sun 6th april at 8am, 10am & 5pm, St Pauls Castle hil 
 Mon 7th april at 2pm, Moore College Mission hour 
 Mon 7th april at 7:45pm, Church by the Bridge Coffee and Conversation   
 tues 8th april at 10.30am, Morling College Chapel Service 
 tues 8th april at 6:45pm, northern Beaches Men’s dinner 
 wed 9th april at 10:30am, Morning tea in Sydney CBd 
 wed 9th april at 7pm, dinner and Conversation in kirribilli 
 thur 10th april at 7am, Business Breakfast in killara 
 thur 10th april at 12pm, Lunch and Conversation in Parramatta
brisbane Qld Sun 13th april at 8am, 10am and 5pm, kenmore Baptist Church

Late last year i found a copy of The Great Evangelical 
Disaster published in 1984 by francis Schaeffer in my 
father’s study.  i was struck by the idea Mr Schaeffer 
raised about the battle for ideas in human history, 
that there is a fundamental conflict between earthly 
things and the heavenly places.  he writes that this 
conflict takes two forms: the first is to do with the way 
we think – the ideas we have and the way we view 
the world.  the second is to do with the way we live 
and act. Both of these conflicts are important because 
Christians find themselves locked in a battle with the 
surrounding culture(s) in which they live. 

in this passage from 1 Corinthians, Paul is not saying 
that knowledge and education have no value.  Paul 
was among the most highly educated of his time.  Paul 
is speaking instead of a wordly wisdom which claims 
to be self-sufficient in itself, quite apart from god and 
his revelation.  it is a kind of wordly wisdom which 
leaves god and his revelation out of the picture and 
then ends up with a distorted conception of reality. it 

is a position of intellectual foolishness with regard to 
what the Bible says most clearly expressed in the first 
chapter of romans 1: 21-25 ‘For although they knew 
God, they neither glorified him as God nor gave thanks 
to him, but their thinking became futile and their fool-
ish hearts were darkened.  Although they claimed to be 
wise, they became fools…’

in this autumn edition of Prayer alert, read of how 
our partner colleges face many challenges – such as 
in South africa where the church must argue for its 
place because being Christian does necessarily hold 
value, in Lebanon following the civil war the enemy of 
Christ changed and became unrecognizable and today 
in namibia where many Christians in the church have 
become beguiled by the new prophetic movement 
sweeping africa.  there is much to pray about.  as ever 
our colleges, their students and faculty are both in 
training and on the front line, please pray for them as 
they do for you.

niCoLa

For more inFormation  
Please call Linda on 1300  889 593 or email linda@overseascouncil.com.au



the advantage of gathering the colleges together for 
this conference is firstly to hear the aBtS story and 
secondly for the other colleges’ to share their stories 
and move toward devising investigative research for 
their region.

we expect they’ll come up with ways to plan their 
investigations which will result in different issues 
they will need to consider because of their different 
contexts.  of course they will devise specific structures 
and content for their new curricula as well.  Just 
what that will look like will take eighteen months to 
determine. throughout this time we have appointed 
experts to help them who will be led by the overseas 
Council uSa regional directors who have intimate 
knowledge of each college.  we hope that these ten 
colleges will be able to achieve in two years what it 
took aBtS five years to accomplish. 

the energy for change is high amongst the attendees. 
they are all keen to innovate so that they can serve 
the church and the society better by turning out well 
equipped graduates capable of working in the real 
world.

Stuart Brooking

stuart@overseascouncil.com.au
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1st to 9th MarCh 2014

it is a joy that overseas Council australia supporters 
take part in the proclamation of the gospel to so many 
parts of the world through the ministry of our partner 
colleges and their graduates.

student sPonsorshiPs 
throughout the last quarter 141 supporters provided 
funds for 224 students in our partner colleges. 

faculty study Grants 
about $40,000 was given to support 25 faculty 
members who are working towards higher degrees 
throughout asia and africa.

educational infrastructure 
$235,000 was given to twenty projects in the quarter 
including:

• $28,000 towards the MA in Aid and Development 
program based in Malaysia to help leaders of aid and 
development agencies understand how to minister 
from a Christian base

• $30,000 towards the new Hindu Study Centre at 
allahabad Bible College in north india. the programs 
have already begun including teaching pastors to 
understand the people nearby so they can better 
minister to them

• $15,000 towards the Kalaymyo theological college 
consortium in northern Myanmar. Led by overseas 
Council nZ this project brings ten colleges together to 
cooperate and develop an accredited Bachelors course 
to train pastors in this strongly mission oriented part of 
Myanmar.

thank you.

thanksgiving executive director’s message

i am writing from Beirut where i’m attending a 
conference sponsored by overseas Council australia, 
overseas Council uSa and the other partnering 
overseas Council’s.  also here are representatives from 
ten leading Bible colleges from the majority developing 
world who want to improve their curricula. we aim 
to change a dominant global model in theological 
education which typically takes the form of tweaking 
traditional western models to suit local examples.  we 
hope that as a result of our discussions here, a more 
significant reconstruction will begin with each college 
becoming truly rooted in their contexts. 

one of the ways we hope to measure this is through 
post graduation research which will investigate 
graduates and their activities several years after 
graduation.

the research will not only ask the graduates about 
their ministry but will also ask congregation members 
and even people outside of the church to find out 
whether the church is really making a difference in 
their community.

arab Baptist theological Seminary (aBtS) has been 
a trailblazer in this regard.  they have found on 
investigation they were able to identify issues in the 
Middle east and north africa for which the traditional 
curriculum didn’t prepare their students.  as a result, 
aBtS has made many changes on the content and 
structure of their curriculum because of this.

allahabad Bible College students

Then I saw another angel flying high overhead, having the eternal gospel 
to announce to the inhabitants of the earth – to every nation, tribe, 
language, and people.           rev 14:6

0403

Please Pray
thank you god for our many supporters who gave 
and continue to give to these projects furthering the 
work of training young men and women to serve 
Christ in their countries.  amen



the dalai Lama recently said ‘India is considered a 
religious country, but there is a lot of corruption.  There 
are many corrupt people and I think the corrupt people 
are also highly educated.’  1 

according to transparency international, india ranks 
94th on their Corruption index, the fight against 
corruption has been a major theme in recent indian 
politics. this is one of our major challenges at the 
South asia institute of advanced Christian Studies 
(SaiaCS).

Christian churches and organisations in india are not 
immune. dr John dayal, of the all india Christian 
Council says, ‘arguably, corruption in the financial 
management of lands, buildings and institutions, and 
the lack of integrity of church staff handling money at 
all levels has become a major issue.’  how can SaiaCS 
make a difference to this situation? 

Public discussion is one way.  dayal was keynote 
speaker at the 2013 SaiaCS Consultation on the 
theme, ‘exclusion and inclusion,’ the effects of violence 
and corruption on community. 

another way is to launch a movement. over the last 
three years, Operation Nehemiah has gathered thinkers 
and leaders to develop and publicize a call for action.   
the Operation Nehemiah Declaration Against Corruption 
(ondaC), spearheaded by arpit waghmare and three 

1. times of india, 3rd february, 2014. 

imaGes from toP the Operation Nehemia movement has won support from a wide range of churches,  ian Payne speaking at an 
Operation Nehemiah consultation,  a comfortable setting for an uncomfortable subject

other SaiaCS alumni conducted three major national 
consultations.  this is making good progress. their 
goal is to call the church to repentance, transparency, 
integrity and accountability. 

teaching ethical leadership is another key response. 
the ondaC initiative is a key component of teaching, 
reflection and discussion in the Leadership course 
at SaiaCS. key aspects of integrity, ethics, and 
accountability are taught in subjects like Financial 
and Management Accounting, Ethical Leadership, 
Contemporary Ethics, Cause Collaboration and Conflict 
Management.  in Systematic Theology students 
explore the link between transactional religion, like 
hinduism and legalism and the culture of bribery. 
they recognise how revolutionary the free gift of 
grace is!  only when grace removes the scales from 
our eyes, the outrageousness of deserved blessing is 
seen. Participating in cell groups at SaiaCS offers the 
opportunities to learn how authenticity, collaboration 
and accountability extended into benefits for them.   

SaiaCS is playing a key role in building leaders with 
integrity for both church and society. Publishing an 
annual audit report, it quietly sets an example for its 
students. faculty and leaders are endeavouring to 
model integrity and sacrificial service, so they need 
your prayers!  
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south asia institute for 
advanced christian studies india
By dr ian Payne, Principal

10th to 16th MarCh 2014

Please Pray

• India’s national elections are in April and 
May. Pray for upright leaders in the new 
federal government

• For inclusion of those excluded by gross 
inequalities in indian society

• For Operation Nehemiah’s battle against 
corruption across the country, churches and 
Christian organisations

• For SAIACS alumni who lead Operation 
Nehemiah and for more leaders to 
emerge with integrity, transparency and 
accountability

• For the studies at SAIACS to enable students 
to confront the deep rooted corruption in our 
society and individuals.   that a new a passion 
for truth, morality and mission will be kindled. 06
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there is an on-going fight for truth in Melanesia.  
during the last two-hundred years, Christianity has 
spread across Melanesia, with churches in many 
villages. yet a spiritual war continues.  two Master of 
theology students at the Christian Leaders’ training 
College in Papua new guinea wrote papers recently 
that reveal the extent of it.

Lionel tom:  ‘when the missionaries left the akey 
people of vanuatu, the church life of the people began 
to decline.  traditional practices, which the people had 
abandoned, began to creep back into the churches, 
particularly the practice of divination.  today, people 
who have been baptised, who partake in the Lord’s 
Supper, and who regularly attend church services and 

melanesia’s fiGht for truth 
prayer meetings, still consult diviners for guidance.’

another student, allan Sanga wrote on the resurgence 
of sorcery practices in the Solomon islands, concluding 
that one factor is the ignorance of church leaders on 
how to address the issue theologically.  

‘Church leaders today simply follow the attitude of 
departed western missionaries who traditionally 
ignored the reality of sorcery, treating it as superstition 
and ineffective,’ allan writes.  ‘Churches in Melanesia 
must work together to teach their people to understand 
sorcery from cultural and biblical perspectives,’ he says.

who and  what is the enemy to truth in the Melanesian 
church?  the enemy is biblical ignorance.  the 

resurgence of divination and sorcery can be attributed 
to a lack of biblical teaching; teaching that is culturally 
relevant and deals honestly with the issues facing 
Melanesians.  the Melanesian church must respond 
through theological education that speaks to the 
people in their context.  

Christian Leaders’ training College is working hard 
to do this, yet the task of training Melanesian 
pastors remains immense.  Please pray for us and all 
theological training institutions in Melanesia.  Pray 
that with god’s help and through sound biblical 
competency we will be victorious over the enemy of 
biblical ignorance in Melanesia.

Please Pray
• That God will give people in the churches 
and church leadership new ‘eyes’ to see the 
Sovereignty of god in Melanesia

• Pray that they do not seek answers through 
divination and sorcery but rather through the 
truth of the bible

• That those in church leadership will understand 
their responsibility fully and that this translates 
into teaching people the bible in culturally 
relevant ways and deals honestly with the issues 
facing Melanesians

• For God to help those needing further 
education and training in the Melanesian church 
to receive it so that they are able to respond 
through theological understanding that speaks 
to the people in their context.  

christian leaders training college 
papua new guinea  By doug hanson, dean of graduate Studies 

imaGes clockwise  CCLtC graduates, a female student 
teaches youth (not pictured), two students discussing greek.  

17th to 23rd MarCh 2014



24th to 30th MarCh 2014

in india, Christianity has been accepted as a religion of 
love, care, concern, peace, truth, and sacrifice. Christians 
have been highly regarded and in many troublesome 
situations, acted as peace-makers. 

india has hinduism as a dominant religion.  there has 
been over time a shifting in the minds of people to 
consider Christ as yet another god. due to our pluralistic 
belief system, there is a high probability of treating all 
religions equally. this move is deviating people from 
biblical truth.  in the old testament, god is portrayed 
as a judging god rescuing his people from false belief 
in idols.  

this shift from recognising Jesus as ‘the god’ to ‘like 
other gods’ has been accepted philosophically by 
people. Many liberal seminaries favour propagating 
this concept of multiple ways to attaining salvation.  
this view point is in direct conflict to biblical truth that 
Jesus is the way, the truth and the life.   But in india 
there is a constant struggle and threat to life when this 
truth is stated. 

on January 23, 2014 the Times of India, Chennai 
reported that there were more than 4000 attacks on 
Christians in 2013.  Most of these communal attacks 
were in karnataka and Maharashtra states. this has led 
us to question whether our indian Constitutional law 

truly   guarantees multi-faith equality and protection. 
after independence our nation’s constitution 
proclaimed equality and respect to people who chose 
different faiths.  it held the dominance of any one 
religion to be unjust.  this philosophical shift in our 
society’s awareness of this is true for all religions.  
More than one religion has always co-existed in our 
society. religious harmony has consistently been held 
and supported by pointing to the positive similarities 
within them. 

this has had the effect of really reducing the importance 
of Christianity and meaning of Jesus Christ’s salvation.  
there is nothing to compare this to in other religious 
traditions.  even liberal theologians are speaking about 
peaceful co-existence for all religions. as a theological 
community it’s the right time now to strive hard in 
proclaiming the message of the gospel clearly. 

the power of the gospel needs to reach the hearts and 
minds of our people, so a biblical view is not diluted. 
our challenge is to train and equip men and women to 
witness Jesus in the midst of severe persecution and 
opposition to the gospel.  Please continue to pray for 
MtSC, as we engage in sharing the uncompromising 
gospel of Jesus Christ to everyone who responds.

madras theological seminary  
and college india  By rev dr  david onesimu, Principal

livinG with Pluralism, livinG in christ

a church in kandhamal, orissa was attacked by 
religious fanatics

Belongings from one of the churches in  
kandhamal, orissa being burnt by the persecutors

Please Pray
• That despite Hinduism being the dominant religion in India, and even if people are antagonistic to Christ, they 
will distinguish between Christ and the hindu gods.

• Pray for the Holy Spirit to breakthrough in the minds of Christians teaching at liberal seminaries, that they will 
know that Christ is the way, the truth and the life and no one goes to our father god except through Christ.

• That the power of the gospel reaches the hearts and minds of Indian people 

• For MTSC, as they train and equip men and women to witness Jesus in the midst of severe persecution and 
opposition to the gospel.  Please pray that the college and individuals within MtSC will be uncompromising as 
they share the gospel of Jesus Christ to everyone who responds. 1009
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‘do you preach to live or do you live to preach?’ this 
question was asked by a lecturer at a bible school 
preaching class. while some kept silent, others 
were reluctant to respond. 

‘this is a direct, rude question to ask,’ said one of 
the students.  as a matter of fact, it would be a 
rude question to ask a Cambodian Christian leader.   
especially to some present Christian ngo leaders 
who have almost totally forgotten their first love 
for the Lord.

Since i became a Christian twenty years ago, i have 
seen many Christian leaders struggling with this 
question. Some local leaders have left their church 
forever. 

frankly, most newly converted Cambodian 
Christians are generally very serious and passionate 
about sharing the gospel in their Christian life. 
however, after a while their passion for the gospel 
gradually dims. they no longer show any desire to 
spread it and even loose all commitment to church.  
then they feel ashamed to be called a Christian. 

as a matter of fact, this failure of relationship 
between the gospel and our culture isn’t really a 
new subject.  however, this isn’t only a cultural 
issue about shame.   it’s also about the direction 
the Cambodian church is taking. this is especially 

true when you look at how Jesus is portrayed. 
Some view Jesus as a great teacher.  others view 
him as generous white man who always gives in 
time of need. this is similar to the question Jesus 
asked his disciples at Caesarea Philippi, ‘who 
do people say the Son of Man is?’  the response 
the disciples gave indicated varying views. he 
continued to ask them, ‘what about you? who do 
you say i am?’ in Matthew 16: 13-16 Simon Peter 
replies, ‘you are the Messiah, the Son of the living 
god’.  if we read on, we see that even Peter, who 
answered correctly was confused about who Jesus 
was.  this was especially so regarding Christ’s 
identity and nature as the true Messiah and how 
this relates to the cross.

So, who is the real Jesus Christ in our ministry?  is 
he a king, or a generous man? or is someone else?  
today, the Cambodian church is a decade old and 
has just begun to wake up, reshape and rebuild 
itself from the scars of the recent dark past. Many 
church leaders have paused to question what they 
are doing in their ministry. Some have asked who 
is the real Jesus we preach?  in desperation, some 
have abandoned their ministries leaving their 
churches as they no longer believe Jesus is the 
answer to their need.

imaGes Phnom Penh Bible School students in worship and Bible Study

31st MarCh to 6th aPriL 2014

phnom penh bible school cambodia

By vuthy, dean of academics

Please Pray

• For the church in Cambodia.  For the many wounded souls and for a fresh outpouring of Jesus’ love to touch 
Christians.  Pray for people to return to the study of the bible or if they have not placed a priority on reading god’s 
word they will begin to do so.

• Praise God for newly converted Christian’s enthusiasm and sharing of the gospel in their Christian lives.  Pray that 
god will protect the seeds that are sown in their hearts and that no-one or nothing will steal it away.  

• Pray for those who have walked away from being Christians.  That the hope of Christ will call them back to their 
first love found in him.  Pray that their shame will be lifted.
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this article talks about the shift in viewpoint from the 
time of British Colonial independence in 1948. it is a 
brief unprejudiced reflection on the changes in our 
reality. 

there was colonial rule in Sri Lanka, then known as 
Ceylon by the Portuguese, then the dutch and finally 
the British from 1505 until independence in 1948.   as 
a result of this our country’s education and philosophy 
of thinking were powerfully shaped by Christianity 
introduced by these rulers. 

education during this time was conducted by the 
missionaries who largely focussed on missions and 
training local government administration. Many 
schools and colleges were established all over the 
country. 

Consequently there’s been 400 years of Christian 
influence and education in Sri Lanka, a culture shaped 
by european philosophy.  

an unprejudiced perspective shows these colonial 
periods had both positive and negative impacts on 
our country. on the positive side, Sri Lanka gained 
significant infrastructure of roads, railways, bridges, 
schools and hospitals.  it also has an efficient 
educational structure, a democratic governing 
system and a British-based structure for law and 
justice. the British introduced family security with 
birth certificates and marriage certificates.  Prior to 
this a union between man and woman had no legal 
binding or security. they were neither legal or illegal. 

this highlights colonialism’s positive influence on Sri 

Lankan culture in mannerism, language, dress, and 
architecture. 

on the negative side, the Buddhist majority felt 
marginalized and oppressed under this rule.   the 
colonials believed the local culture to be evil or 
uncivilized and Christianity was the only way to 
civilize locals.  in this the europeans failed to recognize 
the value of local culture, beliefs and values.  under 
missionaries, education and discipline were based to 
some extent on Christian and biblical values.

after 1948, educational institutions were taken over 
by local government who provided free education 
for all.  education was then used to highlight the 
negative aspects of the colonial times and steadily 
came under the influence of Buddhist philosophy and 
community leaders. 

their influence was to use the education system and 
structure to show Buddhist reaction against colonial 
rule. this educational system actively developed 
antagonism against the Christian faith and the 
church.  

Several dominant ideologies were established within 
this period.   

• dutch roman law was viewed as unjust and 
irrelevant. Sri Lankan culture was viewed as 
contaminated by european influence.   Christianity 
is a white man’s religion and has no relevance to 
local context 

• the Sinhala Buddhists saw themselves as the real 

lanka bible college sri lanka  
By rev Lal Senanayake, Principal

7th to 20th aPriL 2014

sri lanka’s christian history

Please Pray

• For God to equip his church with creative ways to work 
within Sri Lanka’s education system and to find ways 
to diffuse antagonism against themselves and the 
Christian faith.  Pray that god’s love will prevail in their 
hearts despite opposition and persecution.

• That God’s spirit will move in people’s hearts and 
minds causing them to think for themselves and be 
guided by god rather than swayed by the present 
dominant ideologies. Pray that as people’s thinking 
is renewed, Christians will experience a new 
freedom in Christ. 

nationals and any other races or religions were 
inferior

• evangelism was seen as another form of 
colonization. anyone who spoke against 
prevailing injustice and unfairness in the country 
was branded as western influenced, and having 
no national interest

through this transition, Buddhist monks have the 
final say in national affairs. today, this dominant 
ideology is now prevailing.  the church is lacking 
careful thinking and certain churches have worsened 
this predicament because of unwise activities. 

although the country has largely benefitted from the 
west’s support, this antagonism against it has been 
systematically sown in many hearts. today churches 
have been attacked and destroyed. now some are 
unable to carry out their services. on 12th January 
2014 two churches were attacked in the south.  the 
media reported that these churches were destroyed 
in broad daylight whilst police officers were present. 
on 16th february, another church was attacked at 
night. god has been merciful in protecting human 

lives.  now these churches are seeking justice through 
the law courts.  

to conclude Sri Lanka’s education system has been 
used to develop antagonism against the Christian 
faith.  education implicitly means to educate people 
to think—this should be our vehicle of response 
to the existing situation. People will continue to be 
swayed by the present dominant ideologies because 
they lack thinking skills.  according to biblical 
philosophy religion isn’t a matter of race, cast or 
culture. it’s a matter of heart and mind for reflection 
and thinking with the intention of finding the truth. it 
is an independent search for the ultimate purpose of 
life based on understanding the nature of reality. it is 
this type of thinking that has changed over the years. 
this lack of critical thinking skills is keeping people 
from being truly free through Christ’s power rather 
than under the power of these ideologies. 

it is my view that this kind of education and training 
in thinking skills is the way to equip people to think 
for themselves rather than be influenced by the 
present dominant ideologies. 



21st to 27th aPriL 2014

1615

i was only three years old when the civil war started 
in Lebanon, in 1975. i lived my childhood and teens 
in war. Part of the civil war was between Muslims 
and Christians. as many Christians tried to defend 
themselves, Christian political parties chose to carry 
arms. armed groups emerged, killing in the name of 
Christ. they sought to survive and to preserve their 
identity. it was more of a national religious identity 
lacking any Christian morality.

on the other hand, there were Christians who upheld 
love, peace and holiness despite the suffering they 
underwent. the latter Christians were aware that the 
‘enemy’ was the enemy of peace and goodness. 

when the war was over, we experienced two natural 
consequences.  a lot of hatred towards Christians was 
fostered.  on the other hand, the true body of Christ 
was able to witness god’s blessings, reconciliation 
and healing with those who had sustained love, 
holiness, and peacemaking. those who displayed 
the characteristics of Christ were able to cross all 
identity barriers, Christian denominations and islamic 
denominations.

when the war ended in 1991, the physical enemy 
disappeared and the church could no longer recognize 
who the enemy was. the church no longer felt 
persecuted and the struggle for survival stopped.  new 
needs emerged such as the need to build careers and 
restore the life that was scarred by the war. from my 

shiftinG truth and morality in lebanon

personal experience, i can state the enemy switched 
roles, from an enemy to morality to an enemy of truth 
switching the environment from a persecuted one to a 
deceivingly enticing one. 

the truth that we had upheld during the war resulted in 
having amazing relationships with others, but after the 
war, the lack of love turned truth into judgment, and 
morality turned into self-righteousness. the enemy 
tricked us into this battle. Both morality and truth are 
very harmful when the church is unable to see how 
Christ lived them out. Shaped by self-righteousness 
and judgment, the church relived the scenario of the 
Jews versus the nations.

a transparent church is a powerful church, which is 
against our cultural current. People need to see god’s 
strength through our weaknesses. in our strength we 
belittle god. in contrast, we become more inviting, 
when people see our weaknesses and come to church 
for healing, identifying with our struggles, rather than 
our wanting them to get cleaned up to become worthy 
of entering the church.

People do not want to see a mask of morality and 
truth, what they want to see is normal people being 
transformed by god’s morality and truth. i have 
been a pastor of a church in Lebanon since 2004 and 
what makes an impact is confessing my weaknesses, 
acknowledging my limitations, and revealing god’s 
power through it and in spite of it all.

aBtS student teaching children outside Beirut

arab baptist theological  
seminary lebanon  

By Bassem Melki, aBtS faculty, Lecturer in Music & worship and Students’ dean

Please Pray

• That the church in Lebanon today is careful to discern who the ‘enemy’ is and how to distinguish 
itself from the prevailing culture.  Pray for real love and joy between Christians that is characterized 
by the servant of Christ amongst them.  Pray for a church which is alive to Jesus in their midst not 
one concerned with differences but one that delights in loving and serving Christ together.

• Pray that God will be revealed through people’s weakness and for an outpouring of God’s grace 
in people’s lives, particularly as they serve one another.  Pray this will have a great witness to their 
neighbours from different religious backgrounds.



Please Pray

• Thank God that Basilius Kasera and his group were 
able to help their friend come to understand what the 
bible says and the hollow promises of the prophetic 
movement.  Please pray that god will use this revelation 
in his life to help others who may be captivated by this 
false teaching. 

• Ask God that this teaching about his word and plans 
for mankind would become much more widely known.  
that people would no longer be trapped in ignorance.  
Pray that god will raise-up well trained and equipped 
Christians to be Bible teachers and leaders and for the 
church in namibia to be transformed as a result.

28th aPriL to 4th May 2014

the gospel first came to namibia almost 200 years 
ago.  we praise god that since then many have heard 
the gospel and turned to Christ. around 85 per cent 
of namibians regularly go to church.  in the midst of 
this great conversion however, we are witnessing a 
disturbing false revival that undermines the work of 
the gospel. 

an increasing religious sensationalism coupled with 
ignorance of the Bible has led to a phenomenon 
known in africa as the new prophetic movement. 
Millions of people have been on pilgrimages to 
nigeria, kenya, Zimbabwe, South africa and Malawi 
amongst other countries.  they are    hoping to hear a 
‘word from god’ and receive various kinds of miracles 

and blessings, through the latest self-proclaimed 
prophet. a number of namibian pastors and 
members take annual trips to other african countries 
to fetch ‘holy water’ for miracles. the Lord Jesus is 
then replaced as an object of faith and worship by 
bottles of water, handkerchiefs, stickers, oils and 
photographs of the prophets.

while there is a deep hunger for god’s word in 
namibia, theological educators, churches and 
mission organisations are battling to get the truth 
across to people. against this background noise made 
by claims of the miraculous, it has never been more 
important for the Bible to be faithfully taught. 

a couple of years ago a friend of mine slowly started 
drifting towards this new prophetic movement. 
despite having family responsibilities to take care 
of, he was contemplating spending several months 
salary travelling to South africa to be blessed by a 
so called prophet and to bring some anointing oil 
back to namibia. as we talked it became clear that 
my friend was failing to understand the distinction 
between the now but not yet aspects of the kingdom. 
this problem was borne out of not understanding the 
Bible well. a group of us started having discussions 
with him about what the Bible has to say about 
miracles and the reality of living in a fallen world.  
with continuous redirection to scripture our friend 
became more and more discerning.   now he clearly 
sees the difference between what the Bible says and 
the hollow promises of the new prophetic movement.

People are not following after these false prophets 
because they love falsehood. rather, there is 

inadequate teaching of the Bible happening in the 
local churches.  in ignorance of the truth many, like 
my friend, search for answers and find themselves 
trapped in groups that make fantastic promises on 
god’s behalf.  to bring life and lasting hope to the 
many who are being deceived and disappointed at 
the hands of the new prophetic movement, namibia 
needs mature, well trained and equipped Christian 
leaders to be Bible teachers and pastors.

ultimately false teaching has no authority, only 
Christ.  as worrisome as the situation might be we 
have so much to rejoice about because Christ himself 
promised: ‘I will build my church, and the gates of 
Hades will not overcome it’ (Matthew 16:18). with this 
assurance, we can continue to take every opportunity 
to teach the Bible and encourage others to study it. 
our weapon in warfare is god’s word which is able to 
win over and change deceived hearts.

namibia evangelical theological 
seminary namibia  
By Basilius kasera, academic dean
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the recent death of nelson Mandela brought back 
into focus that South africa was for a long time ruled 
by an especially evil regime of crippling racial hatred 
and violent oppression. this regime claimed to be 
Christian. the national church justified segregation 
and cruelty with the Bible in one hand and bent 
truths of some inventive theologians in the other. 
the enemy was toppled by the power of wisdom, 
surprising love, forgiveness, and self-sacrifice. its 
source, however, was not evangelical revival, but an 
extraordinary secular political movement led by an 
extraordinary man. 

the unfortunate reality for the church here is that our 
history as a Christian nation has led us to expect that 
the Christian view should be privileged and respected, 
and yet in the public eye the church’s association with 
apartheid’s abuses has disqualified us from assuming 
any moral high-ground. 

as a result, Christian engagement in the public space 
in South africa rarely surpasses presumptuous moral 
outrage and thoughtless activism. for example, a Cape 
town university rag magazine that mocked Christians 
was labelled blasphemous by Christian activists, 
who demanded bans, boycotts, and punishment of 
the student editors. the university even reported 
threats of violence from some Christians. we have 
had rash calls for legal prohibition of blasphemy 
over offensive advertisements, outbursts of Christian 
moral doomsdays over a proposed pornographic pay-

channel and the heresy of printing halal on hot-cross-
bun labels.

the problem with Christian moral discourse here—
and very possibly in many post-Christian societies—
is that we assume the truth of our moral standpoint. 
we do not argue for it. we take it for granted that our 
opinions are right and good simply because we’re 
Christian.  this is often regardless of whether our 
Christian values are Christlike or not. increasingly, our 
failure to demonstrate truth and right has justifiably 
led to the perception of Christians as narrow and 
irrelevant. we’re our own worst enemy.

this is a far cry from our biblical calling not to judge 
outsiders of the faith (1 Corinthians 5:12), and to 
engage a hostile world with reasons, doing so with 
gentleness and respect (1 Peter 3:14-16). the result 
should be that our enemies must resort to slandering 
our good name, rather than merely being able to 
point out our bad behaviour.

at george whitfield College, it is a great joy to be 
a part of theological training in South africa.  we 
can take part in equipping the next generation of 
Christian leaders so they have the depth of knowledge 
of scripture to know Christ in a profound way, imitate 
him by loving and serving the lost self-sacrificially. 
Perhaps by learning to embody the gospel in our own 
lives, we can again forge a place for Christian truth in 
our post-Christian society. 
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5th to 16th May 2014

george whitefield college south africa  

Please Pray
• For Christian engagement in public moral discussion to be characterised by love and a clear 
understanding of god’s wisdom in his word, and clear thinking and reasoning

• That what we suffer may be undeserved, so that it is not the church that is responsible for blaspheming 
god’s name 

• That South African Christianity would shed undeserved associations with our evil Apartheid past, and that 
we would show the love and righteousness needed to restore the good name of Christ in our society.
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By Jordan Pickering, Lecturer in Biblical Studies, old testament and greek    

christianity: narrow and irrelevant? 
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26th to 31st May 2014

students seeking sponsorship
Lord, each of your servants here come from different backgrounds, places and 
countries and yet you have called them by name to serve your church.  Please Lord 
provide for their needs so that they may study your word and grow in understanding 
and wisdom to better serve you and your people, Amen.

sione taukinukufili lokotui  ChriStian LeaderS training CoLLege,  
PaPua new guinea
Sione was raised in a Christian family where his father served as a church minister in tonga. 
the master’s program will equip Sione with the training and skills needed to serve as a 
teacher at the theological School of tonga. Sione seeks to train other Christians to serve 
the church of the Pacific region. ‘The Master of Theology program is equipping me for a better 
understanding and giving me more experience that is helpful for my future ministry’

Jason onyanGo were  CarLiLe CoLLege, kenya
Jason was raised in a Christian family and made a commitment to serve the Lord from a 
young age. Jason serves in his local church as a preacher and in youth ministry.  the urban 
Mission program will equip Jason to fulfil his vision of serving in the areas of evangelism and 
mission.  ‘This course has enabled me to interact more confidently with people from various 
backgrounds and ethnic groups. I now have a better understanding of the Bible’

nam hoon  aSian theoLogiCaL SeMinary, PhiLiPPineS
nam and his family come from korea and have faithfully served as missionaries to the poor 
for 20 years. nam has enrolled at atS to further his skills and knowledge and will continue to 
serve the Lord in mission upon his graduation.  ‘The Lord has been good and gracious and has 
provided for us, especially in our mission.’

Jay sein  MyanMar evangeLiCaL graduate SChooL of theoLogy, MyanMar
Jay comes from the eastern part of Myanmar and is from the La hu tribe. Jay came to faith 
after a missionary visited her village. Jay completed a Bachelor of theology and returned to 
serve in her home church as a Sunday school teacher and youth leader for three years.  Jay 
is now completing a Master of divinity and seeks to serve as a Bible school teacher upon 
her graduation. ‘The subjects I am studying at MEGST sharpen me to be a better minister in 
the future.

Sensitive information not for public use

Mauritius became an independent island in 1968. 
having lived under the yolk of colonial powers for 
more than 200 years, the population didn’t need to 
be convinced about the importance of education. in 
1976, primary and secondary education became free 
for all.   Since then, the government has continued to 
pour great resources into this sector, even providing 
free public transport for students. ‘today, the popular 
expression My father is a fisherman’; i will become a 
fisherman is long forgotten as an indictment for one’s 
inevitable fate.

from a Christian perspective, this focus on education 
is both a blessing and a hindrance. Christians are in 
the race for a better education, even prioritizing it 
above their Christian walk and the authority of the 
Lord.  for many Christians, the verse  from Proverbs 
22:6 ‘train up a child in the way he should go; 
even when he is old he will not depart from it,’ is 
interpreted as: when your child is old enough, train 
him in the way he should go, and hopefully he will 
not depart from it.  But should he (depart from the 
Christian life) at least he will get a good job and live 
a comfortable life.

in contrast to the apathy many Christians exhibit, 
the indian majority government subtly maintains 
a favourable emphasis towards hinduism. this is 
manifested both by the discouragement of open 
religious dialogue in the school context.  this 
is ostensibly in the name of maintaining peace 
between ethnically diverse communities.   it is also 
hindering an open honest consideration of the 
Christian worldview.

there has been great progress in the secular world 
with respect to education for which we thank god.  
yet, sadly Christians are conforming to the world and 
relegating training in Christian doctrine and living to 
last place even though there is significant pressures 
from an alternative false religion. today, many so-
called Christian schools emphasise maintaining good 
grade averages at the expense of teaching Biblical 
truths.

here at MBti, we are considering starting classes to 
help secondary school and divinity students receive 
Bible knowledge - but is this what the churches need?

mauritius bible training institute 
mauritius  Joel Mestry, (on behalf of Stephen andrews, interim Principal)

17th to 25th May 2014

Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is old he will not depart from it.  
ProverBS 22:6 (eSv)

Please Pray
• That Christian families in Mauritius would encourage and teach their children the gospel
• For churches in Mauritius to see Sunday school, youth groups, and other forms of Christian education as a means 
of grace, and that teaching the gospel shouldn’t  be neglected or left to a later stage in life
• For leaders of Christian schools to be faithful to the word, for them to continue up holding the Bible as the word 
of god.  Please also pray for the Christian schools who are not doing this
• For MBTI as it seeks guidance in order to address these issues in ways that are helpful to the churches here.21
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